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Abstract: There are three basic reasons why you might need to model a business: to re-engineer a
business, to improve a business process and to automate a business process. Nevertheless, another
reason may be very useful for analyst of software systems and their customers – to understand and
automatically generate functional requirements to the system. The present paper describes the process
of redefinition of the business process captured by the activity diagram and its mapping to the
requirements specification represented by the use case model.

1. Introduction
Business process is a set of one or more linked procedures or activities, which collectively realize a
business objective or policy goal [12, 13]. Business process gives us an opportunity to manage
project effectively by organization, simulation and realization of accurate planned processes. On the
other hand, we can benefit from using business process for purposes of requirement specification.
From this point of view, the main goal of the business process modeling is to provide common
language for communities of software and business engineers. Unfortunately, this very important
aspect of usage of business processes is not sufficiently covered by current technologies. 

The  goal  of  the  requirements  workflow  is  to  describe  what  the  system  should  do  by
specifying its functionality. Requirements modeling allows to the developer and the customer to
agree with that description.  For example, use case model examines the system functionality from
the perspective of actors and use cases [2, 7, 14]. An actor is someone (user) or something (other
system) that may interact with the system being developed. A use case is a pattern of behavior the
system exhibits. Each use case is a sequence of related transactions performed by the actor and the
system in a dialog. Use case model is described by UML use case diagrams. Use cases can be
structured by “include”, “extends” and “generalization” relationships and actors by “generalization”
relationship. 

These  are  the  basic  definitions  of  business  process  and  requirements  specification
represented by use case modeling mentioned in the title. 

Some of software processes already refer to business modeling as a pre-requisition to the
next steps of software development. Although, most of them do not clearly define the way how to
use  business  processes,  most  of  them can  see  the  potential  of  business  modeling  for  software
development and want to be ready to introduce this process. Since the field of software engineering
is  changing  so  rapidly,  inventors  of  these  software  processes  must  involve  even  unspecified
solutions into their software processes to be able to compete in this field.

On the other hand, top-level managers/CEOs, CIOs, CTOs, planners, strategists and others
are nowadays focused on business process management that should cover their needs of business.
Business process management is an old discipline that allows you to model organizational structure,
define the business processes and show the integration between them. Since today's business is
closely  tied  to  the  application  of  appropriate  software  systems  and its  usage,  business  process
management  brings  the  business  perspective  and  the  IT  infrastructure  together.  However,  the
concrete  specification  of  usage  or  transformation of  business  process  models  into  the  software
models is still missing.

In  the  following  pages,  it  will  be  shown  that  business  process  may  be  also  useful  for
mapping between business process models and use case models. The next sections briefly outline
activity diagram as a semi-formal description of business process, introduces use case diagram and
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the  example.  This  will  be  followed by  explanation  of  principles  of  mapping  between business
process and use case diagram. The final section will discus the conclusions and future work that will
be devoted to the formalization of this process. 

2. Activity Diagram and Use Case Diagram Notation
In this section, activity and use case diagrams notations will be explained.

2.1 Activity Diagram

Business  processes  may be  written  down by various  ways,  such  as  business  process  modeling
method or many others formal or semiformal languages. For our purpose, the best way how to
describe business process is UML activity diagram. States of business processes can be captured by
activities and transitions between these states by transitions in activity diagram. Swimlanes are
used for organizing responsibility for activities provided by workers. Activity diagrams describe
control flow given by inner mechanism of the execution.

2.2 Use Case Diagram

Basic description of the use case diagram has been mentioned above in the section introduction. 
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3. Business Process - Example
This section introduces the example that will  be used for the explanation of the transformation
process. 

Figure 3 shows the two main processes in video lending library: “Lending” and “Returning”.
First action is “customer enters”. If customer has something to return, he returns these items. Next
symbol is  “splitting transitions” and two control flows may be executed concurrently  from this
point. Left side is a part of lending process and right side is a part of returning process. Left part
passes  to  “select”.  If  something  was  selected,  customer  must  be  found  in  records  or  must  be
registered. Then customer can borrow his items. Right side passes to “check items”, where damaged
and late returned items are checked. If something was returned late or damaged, fine must be filled-
in.  Both  parallel  parts  are  joined.  Next  decision  is  concerning  on  payment.  If  customer  has
something to pay, action “payment” is invoked. Then customer leaves the lending office.
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3. Mapping Activities to Use Cases
The transition from business process to use case diagram consist  of several steps.  At first,  we
should determine what actions will be provided by newly developed system and highlight them.
Other actions remain human. Human actions are excluded and business process must be rewritten.
In our example, actions Customer Enters, Return Items, Payment and Customer Exits will not be
provided by the system.

Activities comprise both use cases and their components. It must be decided which of actions
are the parts of use cases and which of them compose the use case as the whole. There are two
possible ways how to compose use cases from actions and data flows. First off all, action may be
transformed directly to use case. It is usually called one-to-one mapping. Another method used for
use case creation is “mapping several actions to use cases”, where several actions are mapped to one
general use case. That general use case will be the source use case for extend or include link to other
use cases derived by “one-to-one mapping” or “mapping several actions to use cases” methods from
subsets of original set of actions.  Proper usage of these methods will be explained in the following
sections.

4. Organize Use Cases
As  mentioned  above,  UML  use  case  diagram  allows  structuring  use  cases  by  relationships
“extends”, “include” and “generalization”. Several basic mapping patterns have been developed to
structure use cases according to the context of the original activities [9, 10]. Activities and selected
parts of business processes are transformed to use cases and structured by mapping patterns.

Several main mapping patterns are used to organize use cases derived from activity diagram
to use case diagram. Activity diagrams of these four patterns represent basic elements that may be
composed together to create complex business process. It means that actions in patterns may be
replaced by diagrams of other patterns. Let us to brief introduce Sequential Pattern, Optional Pattern
as basic elements for activity diagram creation and backward recognition.

4.1 Sequential Pattern

Intent: Organize use cases derived from sequential actions by “include” relationships.
Name of this pattern is derived from sequential execution of actions. Several actions are
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mapped to one general use case using “mapping several actions to one use case” method. Sequential
actions (or whole parts of other patterns that may replace these actions) are mapped to other use
cases. Pattern uses “include” relationship to connect use cases, derived from sequential actions, to
the main use case (see Fig. 4). The “include” relationship indicates that “UseCase1” uses (includes)
“UseCase Action2” and “UseCase Action3”. Obviously, the number of sequential actions may be
greater then two.
This pattern should be used for mapping of a set of sequential actions.

4.2 Optional Pattern

Intent: Organize use cases derived from optional actions by “extends” relationships.
This  pattern  shows  how  an  optional  action  can  be  mapped  and  structured  to  use  case

diagram. The optional action can be enacted only if condition is true. Otherwise action is skipped
(see Fig. 5). If a condition block and additional action are parts of one use case “UseCase1”, then
“Action2”  should  be  mapped  to  “UseCase  Action2”  which  extends  “UseCase1”.  “Extends”
relationship specifies that “UseCase Action2” may extend “UseCase1”.
This pattern should be used when optional action is mapped to use case and all around this action is
a part of one use case.
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5. Process of Transformation
Input activity diagram for this process have to be composed using the basic elements defined by
patterns  or  have  to  be  redefined  using  this  elements  in  allowed compositions  described  in  the
previous section. Only this well-formed activity diagram may be automatically transformed to use
case diagram.

Let’s  see  the  application  of  this  mapping on  our  example.  Final  use  case  diagram was
generated according to mapping patterns (see Fig. 6).
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6. Conclusions And Future Work
In this text, we have seen that business process modeling may be successfully used for definition of
requirements  specification (represented  by  the  use  case diagrams).  I  have briefly  presented the
transformation process on example. Even without precisely formal definition, this transformation
process may be useful at least as the guide how to recognize useful parts of the business process
management for the purposes of software requirements definition. 

This article has only been able to touch on the most general features of the transformation
process from business processes to use case diagrams. There are still unsolved problems such as
transformation always depends on the right level of the business process abstraction that we have
chosen. Another problem is, for example, if the business process is very bitty and all actions are
mapped to use cases than it may cause into the granularity problem. A lot of use cases will be
generated  and  even  small  software  project  may  become  obscure.  Detailed  behavior  (e.g.  what
happen  if  login  fails  etc.)  should  be  solved  by  use  case  alternative  scenario  paths,  sequential
diagrams may be generated etc. There are also pre-conditions such as business processes have to be
prepared in well-formed form according to patterns or redefined to meet the pre-condition needs. 

Clearly, further studies are needed to solve all possible problems, because business process
management and requirement specification are very complex and this transformation process cannot
solve all problems yet.
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